JCP&L continues remedial work

CAPE MAY — Jersey Central Power & Light Company and its contractor continue environmental remedial work at the former manufactured gas plant site, located north of the intersection of Lafayette and 3rd Street in Cape May. The project is designed to protect the environment and safety of workers and the public. Workers are being conducted by Verdant US Inc. on behalf of JCP&L. JCP&L has successfully achieved its initial remedial objectives for Phase 2. Limited activity, focused primarily on work near the gas plant, will be completed this fall, with more work scheduled for next spring.

Continue startup/abatement of the water treatment system using a generator until permanent electrical connection is established. Preparing necessary startup of a water treatment system. City inspection of the electrical conduit and treatment building systems materials for the pump and turbine association with this work. Complete performance last year. Continue installation of electrical components within wet room. Complete startup of Phase 2. City inspection of Phase 2. Construction associated with the work. Complete performance last year. Continue installation of electrical components within wet room. Continue startup/abatement of the water treatment system using a generator until permanent electrical connection is established. Preparing necessary startup of a water treatment system. City inspection of the electrical conduit and treatment building systems materials for the pump and turbine association with this work.